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Objective Prediction of Tomorrow’s Affect Using Multi-Modal Physiological Data and 
Personal Chronicles: A Study of Monitoring College Student Well-being in 2020

Salar Jafarlou, PhD student in Computer Science 

Abstract: Recent advancements of ubiquitous wearable technologies have
increased the reliability of such tools in detecting and accurately estimating
mental states (e.g., mood, stress, etc.), offering comprehensive and
continuous monitoring of individuals over time. The goal of our study was:
1. to investigate the capacity to more accurately predict affect through a

fully automatic
2. objective approach using multiple commercial devices.

Background: Affective disturbances and dysregulation or instability in
experienced affect are core facets of many types of psychopathology.
Monitoring and increased understanding of one’s affect contributes to the
regulation of affect and as such is a key component of many forms of
intervention or approaches to manage affective disturbances. Previous
attempts to model an individual’s mental state were limited to subjective
approaches or the inclusion of only a few modalities

Approach: Thus, the goal of this study is to address the limitations of
previous studies (e.g., time span and partial reliance on subjective
assessment), by both expanding the time length of data collection to about
12-months during the eventful year of 2020 and also by limiting to
exclusively use objective measurements to model users’ next day affect.
Using only objective measures by commercial devices to predict an
individual's affect:
• enable us to monitor mental health in a more continuous and convenient

way
• makes mental health monitoring service accessible to more people.

Methodology and Algorithm: Considering the fully objective and portable
affect assessment in this study, we only used commercial monitoring devices
(i.e., Oura ring, Samsung Watch, and Android Phones) and obtained three
data modalities using the mentioned devices. We present below an overview
of collectable features from these modalities.
• Smart Ring: sleep (e.g., length of awake, deep and REM sleep stages),

physiology (e.g., heart rate, heart rate variability), and activity of users
(e.g., daily movement and rest time, etc.)

• Smart Watch: Accelerometer (ACC) and photoplethysmography (PPG)
• Smart Phone: major physical (e.g., in vehicle, still, on bicycle) and behavioral activities (e.g., working, commuting,

relaxing) throughout the day.
Finally, using these three modalities, we collected 52 features and trained different ML models to predict next day affect.
Random forests generally showed a better performance.

Results:
1. Prediction accuracy of mood and nervousness affect to Taylor et

al [1] showing about 16% and 4% improvement in accuracy for
mood and stress (i.e., nervousness) prediction,

2. The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) of the mood
prediction model yielding 0.82 area under curve (AUC) that has
8.1% improvement compared to the best values reported by
Spathis et. Al [2] for mood prediction.

(a) (b)

(a) (b)References:
[1] Sara Taylor, Natasha Jaques, Ehimwenma Nosakhare, Akane
Sano,and Rosalind Picard. Personalized multitask learning for
predicting tomorrow’s mood, stress, and health. IEEE Transactions
on Affective Computing, 11(2):200–213, 2017.
[2] Dimitris Spathis, Sandra Servia-Rodriguez, Katayoun Farrahi,
Cecilia Mascolo, and Jason Rentfrow. Passive mobile sensing and
psychological traits for large scale mood prediction. In
Proceedings of the 13th EAI International Conference on Pervasive
Computing Technologies for Healthcare, pages 272–281, 2019.



A Case for Digital Therapy: Satisfaction, Interest, and Use of Virtual Embodied Agent 
RITch®CBT at a hospital and shelter 

Celeste Sangiorgio, PhD., Cassandra Berbary, PhD., Caroline Easton, PhD., Cory Crane, PhD.

Abstract

Background

Approach:

Methodology/Algorithms

Results

References

• Substance Use Disorders continue to increase across the US, >$700 
billion annually (SAMSHA, 2021)

• High co-occurring rates of mental health, medical problems, & 
Intimate Partner Violence(NIDA, 2017; SAMHSA, 2021)

• Digital mental health interventions are viable treatment options for 
PTSD, anxiety, etc.(Aboujaoude et all., 2020; Easton et al., 2018)

The present study examined satisfaction, interest, and use of virtual 
avatar assisted CBT, RITch®CBT, a 12-session virtual therapy platform 
developed to mirror evidence-based treatment for co-occurring 
substance use, conflict, and negative mood (SADV). Pilot testing 
occurred at two sites: an inpatient chemical dependency hospitalization 
program (n = 10; 20% female) and a homeless shelter (n = 3; 100% 
male). 

Measure Construct

Questionnaire Satisfaction

Questionnaire Interest

Performance Use

Performance Effectiveness

Controlled 
variables

▪Patients with 
substance 
use and 
conflict 
histories

Independent 
variable

▪Exposure to 
VR therapy 
platform

Dependent 
variable

▪Satisfaction
▪Interest
▪Behaviors
▪Use of VR 

therapist

▪ Hospital site had greater success in identifying and administering treatment (10 participants) compared to shelter site 
(3 participants)

▪ Barriers at shelter site included: untreated severe and persistent mental illness, dysregulated behavior, inability to 
engage with materials

▪ Hospital participants had brief, structured contact with platform
▪ Shelter staff struggled to structure and implement platform
▪ Hospital participants and shelter participants that engaged with the application reported high levels of satisfaction with 

the platform and interest in continued engagement  
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Thought Avatar was Genuine/Relatable

Percentage of Participants Endorsing "Agree" or "Strongly Agree"

In both sites, participants were briefed on RITch®CBT, logged into the program, 
and completed a module digital avatar assisted CBT treatment. Following use of 
RITch®CBT, participants were asked to rate their interest in the avatar and their 
satisfaction with the platform. 
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Inconspicuous Daily Monitoring to Reduce Hospitalizations in Heart Failure Patients

By: Computational Biomedicine Lab @ RIT, Ryan Missel, PhD Student in Computing and Information Sciences

Supported by: Award NO: R01NR018301, 
by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) / National Institute of Nursing Research (NINR)

Hypothesis: Hospitalization rates and duration lengths can be 

reduced through the use of inconspicuous home monitoring devices 
and early interventions.

Abstract: Cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of deaths 

worldwide and there is much interest in at-home daily monitoring 
for early interventions. The Heart Seat aims to be a non-invasive 
method to collect health data daily without change to patient 
behavior. From this, an automated risk prediction system will be 
deployed to provide health care providers with adverse event 
prediction and signs of early deterioration via a clinical dashboard.

Two-Phase Study Timeline: 

Study Aims:

Aim 1 (Data Collection): Build a dataset of electronic health records, daily wellness 

inputs, and seat recordings via the Heart Seat, a Wellness App, and hospitalizations.

Aim 2 (Alert System): Train time-dependent machine learning models that predict daily 

hospitalization risk and forecast adverse events.

Aim 3 (Clinical Dashboard):

Deploy the system on a                                                                                                     clinician-
facing dashboard                                                                                                            for daily 
monitoring and                                                                                            early intervention 
prediction.

We are here



ZotCare: A Health Cybernetics Service Provider

By Sina Labbaf Advisors: Nikil Dutt & Amir Rahmani

What is ZotCare?
• ZotCare is a BAAS for health cybernetics
• Making complex mHealth application simple

• Covers very component and service you will need
• Easy to use for non-CS researchers
• Advance mode for CS researchers to focus on problems

Data Collection
• Objective sensor data

• Bio signals (ZotCare wearable)
• Behavioral
• Contextual

• Subjective data
• ZotCare Mobile component

Data Processing
• Custom processing pipeline
• Personalize feature extraction

Data Flow and Control
• Using event service to create 

control flow
• Integrate your own logic, 

intervention, triage, etc.
• Using personal and progressive 

models to implement learning 
methods
• Active learning
• Reinforcement learning
• Memory control system

Models and Profiles
• User and group profiles
• Personalize or progress over data
• Create local or personal 

customization

Components
ZotCare Mobile app
• Interactions (programmable by 

researchers)
• Device sync and stats
• Local profiles
Researchers dashboard
• Tweaking the services

• Hooking into the APIs
• Data analysis
• 3rd party hooks
SDK
• For local and 3rd party processing
Wearable app
• Smart data collection

Use cases
• Mental Health Navigation study

• 30 college students / 2 phases
• Smart interventions 

• NSF UNITE
• 10-40 pregnant moms / 5 phases
• Active learning
• Smart intervention

• Profile personalization
• Other studies
• SLIM (with Turk, Finland)
• Hillside study
• DCCC
• SleepIn
• Etc.
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Dynamic Exit Selection in Multi-Exit Deep Neural Networks using Deep Reinforcement Learning

Abhishek Vashist, PhD Candidate, RIT

• 63.5% decrease in inference latency.
• 33% reduction in computation energy.
• Classifies 2.2X more inputs compared to static exit selection.

• DQN is trained to learn exit-selection strategy
• Utilizes various hardware and network state information:

• Accuracy, inf. Time, exits, and battery-SoC
• A separate DQN is implemented for adaptive quantization.
• At run-time, exit selection and model selection is performed for 

input images

Approach

Results

System ArchitectureMotivation

• Situation awareness for first responders in smart environments 
enables intelligent and faster response.

• Such applications requires an edge/mobile device to process 
information.

• Multi-exit DNNs are used to reduce computational load and 
faster inference with static sub-optimal exit selection strategy.

• We propose using Deep Q Network (DQN) based technique for 
dynamic exit selection in multi-exit DNNs.

* A. Vashist, S. V. Vidya Shanmugham, A. Ganguly and S. M. P D, "DQN Based Exit Selection in Multi-Exit Deep Neural Networks 
for Applications Targeting Situation Awareness," 2022 IEEE International Conference on Consumer Electronics (ICCE),

O/P: Fire, 98%
Exit: Exit-1

Sponsors:



Task Generation in Prescribed Fire 

Drone Assisted Monitoring and Inspection in Challenged Settings

Results in High-rise Fire

Goals and Overview
We propose a DragonFly system, a drone-based sensor data collection platform 

for improving situational awareness in different fire settings. 

1) We design a rule-based system for generating drone monitoring tasks based on 

the firefighter's interest and the fire prediction.

2) Design the multiple-drone flight planning approach to optimize the motions of 

drones to fulfill multiple tasks with diverse monitoring requirements.

Two-Step Approach for Flight Planning

• Missions in high-rise fires (HF) & prescribed fires (RF)

System Architecture

1) Fire detection (HF & RF) 

2) Human detection (HF & RF)

3) Open window detection (HF)  

4) Fire tracking (HF & RF) 

5) Fire intensity monitoring (RF) 

• Challenges in high-rise fires (HF) & prescribed fires (RF)

1）3D space motion planning and coverage (HF)

2) Repetitive monitoring tasks (HF & RF) 

3) Coverage vs data quality (HF & RF)  
4) Heterogenous drones (RF) 

5) Imperfect network condition (RF)

Algorithms
Simulation 
Setup: We use 

DBH in UCI with  12  

floors  and  384  

windows. We 

simulate the fire 

spread in building 

structure and generate 

tasks based on 

firefighting manual.  

Fire prediction: We use FARSITE to predict fire perimeter. 

Our LU+DSWF algorithm leads to less missing events 

and higher information accuracy. 

Rule-based Dynamic Task 

Generation: 1)  Model the state 

of each grid → 2) Define DBF in 

ground controller → 3) Define the 

production rules. 

Production Rules: (exemplary rules for detect abnormal fire) 

Q1: Allocation of Monitoring Tasks: 

Allocate tasks by partitioning 

monitoring areas. 

Q2: Dynamic Waypoint Scheduling:

Improve the information accuracy of 

tasks assigned to each drone.  

IAMT+ LU algorithm: allocate 

initial monitoring tasks and

locally updating allocations to 

manage updates tasks or drones 

during execution. 

DWSF algorithm for single 

drone waypoint scheduling.

Reference:  Fangqi Liu, Tzu-Yi Fan, Casey Grant, Cheng-Hsin Hsu, Nalini Venkatasubramanian, "DragonFly: Drone-Assisted High-Rise Monitoring for Fire Safety", SRDS, 2021.

Tzu-Yi Fan, Tun-Chi Tsai, Cheng-Hsin Hsu, Fangqi Liu, Nalini Venkatasubramanian,"WinSet: The First Multi-Modal Window Dataset for Heterogeneous Window States", BuildSys, 2021





Background: 
MIT-PITT-RW is a team that competes in the Indy 
Autonomous Challenge (IAC). The team comprises of 

students from the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology, University of Pittsburgh, Rochester institute 
of Technology and the University of Waterloo. The 
platform used for the competition is a Dallara AV-21 race 
car. Work has been focused on modeling and controls for 
use at speeds above 
140MPH. 

Work is also currently being done to perception and track 
to locate other vehicles on the track. 

Methodology/Algorithms:
The current method for perception utilizes LiDAR, radar and cameras 
to detect the other vehicles. With respect to LiDAR a clustering 
approach is being used to detect the other cars. The figure below 
shows a LiDAR scan from the Luminar LiDAR of another AV-21. The 
cameras on the car are use used to detect other vehicles and utilize a 
custom model using data collected during testing.

Current results show strong detection at short distances with cameras 
being reliable at further distances.  

Acknowledgment:
Team sponsors Oracle and Mobilitas. Faculty advisor Amlan Ganguly.  

Major Results:
137 MPH lap average at Las Vegas Motor Speedway. Live car 
detections on track using camera and LiDAR  

MIT-PITT-RW Approach to Racing
Andrew Keats, BS Student, Computer Engineering
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Evaluation of 60 GHz Wireless Connectivity for an Automated Warehouse
Rahul Singh Gulia, PhD Student, Rochester Institute of Technology

Abstract
▪ Industry 4.0 autonomous material handling agents demand

high-speed indoor network connectivity in warehouses.
▪ In this paper, we evaluate the performance of a 60 GHz

wireless network inside a smart.
▪ The performance of the network depends on Line-of-sight

(LOS) and Non- Line-of-sight (nLOS) path signals, reflective
environment, and the number of autonomous material
handling agents (AMHAs) in the warehouse.

▪ The SINR distribution, throughput and latency of the network
was studied to understand the 60 GHz network connectivity
in the smart warehouse .

▪ We noticed better signal reception in the case of shorter AP
heights (5m) and an abrupt SINR transition from LOS to nLOS
path due to the change from LOS dominated high SINR values to
nLOS dominated side aisles.

▪ A smooth transition was observed from LOS aisles to the nLOS
aisles for AP at 15m with overall lower SINR due to increase in
the AP-AMHA distance and decrease in the dominance of LOS
signals.

Abstract

Approach

Results

Warehouse Model

AP(5m)

AP(15m)

▪ NS-3 was modified to incorporate suitable 60 GHz propagation 
losses in an indoor environment.

Sponsors





Kevin Assogba <kta793@cs.rit.edu>, M. Mustafa Rafique <mrafique@cs.rit.edu>

Enhancing Smart Spaces with Thousands of Serverless 
Functions

● Adaptivity is critical for smart 

spaces.

● Deep learning (DL) training costs 

~$1 per 1K parameters.

● Serverless computing has become 

the most cost efficient cloud 

computing services.

Methodology

● Estimate memory and duration

using runtime image, data and DL 

model sizes.

● Concurrently train the DL model 

on images from assigned video.

● Store trained DL model 

parameters on an in-memory key-

value store, i.e., Redis.

● Execute weighted aggregation of 

model parameters to yield single 

ensemble model.

● Store ensemble model to 

database, i.e., AWS S3 bucket, for 

on-line inference.

Performance Results

● DL training jobs execute as serverless 

functions with a 0% failure rate.

● Thousands of concurrent serverless 

functions reduce the job duration.

Training accuracy is as high as a 

bare-metal environment.

Future Work

References

[1] Satyanarayanan, Mahadev. "Pervasive 

computing: Vision and challenges." IEEE Personal 

communications 8.4 (2001): 10-17.

[2] Hwang, Changho, et al. "Elastic resource 

sharing for distributed deep learning.", NSDI, 2021.

"Existing serverless platforms

DO NOT support memory and time

requirements of DL training workloads"

This work is supported in part by the NSF 

Awards No. 2106635.

Background

● Explore communication strategies to 

remove overheads of central storage.

● Accelerate DL training jobs with 

specialized hardware, i.e., GPUs.

Existing serverless

Acknowledgements



Service Caching at the Edge
Carlos Barrios (RIT), Mohan Kumar (RIT)

• Increasing number of connected devices require novel techniques to keep 
internet traffic congestion low.

• Users expect high Quality of Experience (QoE) with smartphones, wearables, 
smart-home devices, transportation and Industry 4.0 supporting devices.

• Service caching and computation reuse can minimize latency when requesting 
services.

• Challenges include interoperability due to device and data heterogeneity, 
limited storage, computation, RAM, bandwidth, and energy on edge servers, 
user mobility (spatial and temporal dynamics), scalability for deployment, 
unknown task demand and variable size, privacy and security.

1                                      Abstract

• Service caching involves storing service code (or VMs) in memory at the edge, 
minimizing latency and energy use when transferring programs.

• Computation reuse involves storing results of service computation for given 
inputs, so results can be used in similar future requests.

• Servers can cache or offload based on popularity or context.

• Recent efforts move away from data-centric network architecture by converting 
data into services.

2                                      Background

• Goals: optimize cache hit rate, minimize task latency, minimize energy 
consumption (for transmission and computation).

• Spatial and temporal considerations of service caching (neighboring device vs 
local edge vs cloud, each offering different computation and storage 
capabilities, consider movement and demand prediction).

• Relationship between data items (likelihood of access to related data) - context 
is used to make these relationships via cognitive engines. Semantic task names
are used to find matches in a heterogeneous environment. QoE improved based 
on priority (medical vs gaming vs email).

• Optimization is usually NP-Hard. Heuristics such as Lyapunov optimization are 
implemented, many involve integer linear programming (ILP).

• SDN can be leveraged to implement communication & management for these 
solutions within protocols with less overhead.

• Approaches should consider privacy and security, since user data can be 
sensitive.

3                                      Approach

• Development of new approaches and heuristics for service caching in application scenarios related to industry.

• Evaluation of initial approaches (cache hit rates, task latency, and energy consumption against state of the art benchmarks).

• Refine initial approaches targeting interoperability.

4                                      Milestones
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